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INTRODUCTION 

 (SHOW SLIDE 01) Today I want to begin a new series that will takes us right up to Easter.  
I am calling it “The Story that Makes Sense of Our Stories.” 

o Today I want to introduce the entire series by talking about three things: First, 
the story we find ourselves in.  Second, the story we have rejected.  And finally, 
the story the makes sense of our stories. 

 We’re going to reflect on the words of the apostle Peter that were just 
read for us, but I want to take some time to set the stage so that when 
we come to look at his words they will impact us in the way that Peter 
intended. 

 
THE STORY WE FIND OURSELVES IN 

 So, let’s start things off by talking about (SHOW SLIDE 02) the story we find ourselves 
in. 

o From the beginning of human history people have told stories to help each other 
makes sense of things – to understand questions like where we came from, why 
we’re here, how we should live, what’s wrong with the world, and what, if 
anything, can be done about it.   

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 03) In our age of science and technology we haven’t stopped telling 
stories.  Far from it!  We’ve increased our storytelling by using technology to produce 
movies with tremendous special effects like the Marvel superhero movies, or the latest 
thing everyone is watching on Netflix. 

o The stories we tell and the stories we watch are not just entertainment – they 
are stories aimed at trying to make sense of things like why we are here, how to 
navigate relationships, and we how we should live.    

 Think even on the most basic level of watching a commercial for a car.  You will never 
see a car commercial that lines up excel spreadsheets to prove through logic that one 
car is better than another.  No, every car commercial is a story about what it means to 
live the good life.  It’s a story that says owning and driving this will make you happy, give 
you prestige, or in the case of so many truck commercials, make you feel like a real man.   

o And like every story, the car commercial is either true or it is not. When my son 
Tyler was around ten, there was a car commercial that followed the typical script 
of, “Driving this car will lift your senses to another world and make you feel 
more alive than ever before.”  At the end of the commercial, Tyler blurted out, 
“It’s just a car!”   

 From car commercials to world religions to telling someone the story of 
your day, we are all trying to make sense of this gigantic story of life in 
our universe.  We have all been born into the middle of this gigantic 
story.  The story began long before we got here.  Whole civilizations have 
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come and gone in the human story.  And now, here in the 21st century, 
we find ourselves as characters in this gigantic story. 

 So here is the big question we must all be able to answer: what is the story we find 
ourselves in?  Many different and contradictory answers have been given.  Some say the 
story is that once there was nothing (not even God), then the universe began, human 
beings eventually evolved, we will be here for a while, and then one day the universe 
will end.   

o Others have said there are millions of gods, that time is a giant wheel, that 
depending how you live, you will be reincarnated many times, and, if you live 
rightly, one day you will escape the wheel of time to attain nirvana.   

 Christianity is of course another story that claims to be the true story of 
the universe.  When Peter wrote the words that were read for us, wrote 
them in a “pluralistic” culture – that is a culture exactly like ours where 
people believe many different stories. 

 So which story is true?  It is here that we must fully agree with the late atheist 
Christopher Hitchens when he wrote, (SHOW SLIDE 04) “since all of these revelations . . 
. cannot by definition be simultaneously true, it must follow that some of them are 
false and illusory.”1   

o God exists or he doesn’t.  There is life after death or there isn’t.  Buying a certain 
car is important to finding fulfillment or it isn’t.  So, which story is true? 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 05) Perhaps you never stopped to consider that all people, whether 
religious or not, believe a story.  Most of people don’t ask questions about the story 
they believe, because we do not see it as a story.   Scholar Ian Provan says, (SHOW SLIDE 
06) “They do not ask questions of their own story, because they do not see it as a 
story.  They see it simply as the way things are.”   

o But the fact remains that we have all been shaped by ideas about reality, about 
what is right and wrong, and about how we should live.  All these ideas have 
been put into us by our families, education, culture, and media.   

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 07) In other words, every single one of us believes a 
story about why things are the way they are and how we should live.  The 
only question is, “are we willing to examine the story we believe to 
make sure it’s true?” Will we remain slaves to ideas and stories passed 
down to us, or will we reflect on them? 

 In this series I want to help us examine the stories we believe.  I want to ask if they make 
sense.  Are they true?  I want to look at specific areas that are very practical.   

o For instance, what story best makes sense of the fact that we all believe certain 
things are right and certain things are wrong?    

o We believe life has purpose – what story best the makes sense of that fact?   
o We know we came from somewhere – what story offers the best explanation for 

this?  Are we alone in the universe?   
o What story can best explain the fact that human beings can write beautiful 

songs, build skyscrapers, and put a man on the moon, and yet also can explain 

                                                      
1 Christopher Hitchens, God is not Great: How Religion Poisons Everything, 98. 
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why we tell lies, why governments kill their own people, and why such evils as 
the Holocaust happen. 

 So, here’s what we’ve said so far: we have all been born into a gigantic story.  But what 
is that story?  Many answers have been given.  They can’t all be true.  None of us wants 
to live our lives based on untruths or on lies.  

o So, I want to invite us to examine our beliefs in order that we might come to 
rightly understand the story we find ourselves in. 

 
THE STORY WE HAVE REJECTED 

 Let’s turn now in the second place to talk about (SHOW SLIDE 08) The story we have 
rejected. 

o For the past 2000 years the western world has largely believed that the story of 
the Bible, the Judeo-Christian story, is the true story that explains all things.  
(SHOW TITLE SLIDE 09) This story tells how there is a personal God who exists 
and who created all things, that human beings have meaning, value, and purpose 
because we are made in God’s image, that right and wrong exist and God defines 
them, that the world is messed up because we have all sinned by turning our 
backs on God, but that there is hope because God has not abandoned us.  
Rather, God sent His Son to die for us that through him we might be reconciled 
to him, learn what it truly means to be human, and that a day is coming when 
this great story will end with Jesus returning to rid the world of evil and to bring 
us home to be with our Creator forever and ever. 

 Generally speaking this was the story we believed to be true.  As a result, 
people woke up each morning and knew where they were in the gigantic 
story of the universe.  They knew their place in it.  They knew how they 
were to live and not live.  They had hope because they knew how the 
story would end.  It shaped their sense of purpose, their values, and their 
beliefs.  Even those who didn’t believe the Christian story generally 
viewed Christianity as good influence on society. Law courts had the Ten 
Commandments on the wall and kids were taught to pray in school. 

 But things have changed.   On the general whole, the western world has rejected the 
Christian story of the universe.  The Christian story is now just one story among many 
for how to understand the gigantic story of the universe. 

o Some people are fine with Christianity continuing as long as it remains private 
and doesn’t speak into political issues.  But increasingly there are voices that are 
not only arguing that the Christian story is untrue or illogical; they are arguing 
that it is dangerous and even oppressive to society.   

 What is distressing to those of us who are Christians is that what people 
think the Christian story is, is often not the story at all.  The Christian 
story has become twisted and distorted, sometimes by accident, and 
sometimes on purpose.  The result is that there is a lot of 
misunderstanding and Christianity is viewed as odd, crazy, and even 
dangerous. 
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 What should be encouraging to those of us who are Christians is that this is not the first 
time we have found ourselves in this position.   

o When Peter wrote this letter to these early Christians, he was writing in a 
pluralistic culture that found the Christian story to be odd, and to be dangerous 
to the good of society.  Just a few years after Peter writes this letter, the 
government sought to suppress Christianity and killed many Christians.  

 Scholar Larry Hurtado, a historian who specialized in early Christian 
history, describes the early churches’ place in within culture. (SHOW 
SLIDE 10) “Early Christianity of the first three centuries was a different, 
even distinctive, kind of religious movement in the cafeteria of religious 
options of the time . . . In the eyes of many in the Roman era, 
Christianity was very odd, even objectionably so . . . Even among those 
who took the time to acquaint themselves more accurately with 
Christian beliefs, practices, and text, the response was often intensely 
negative.”2 

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 11) In a few minutes, I want to look at what Peter says we should do 
in such a culture.  But right now, I want take this a step further.  So far we’ve said that 
we’re all part of a giant story, that western culture has generally believed that the Bible 
explains that story, but that most people no longer believe in the Christian story. 

o But we are also at a unique moment in history, because our western world has 
not found a story that can replace the Christian story.   

 We’ve rejected the Christian story, but in many ways we continue to live 
on the Christian story whether we know it or not. 

 I am reading an incredible book.  It is by an award-winning historian of the ancient world 
named Tom Holland (SHOW SLIDE 12) and is entitled, “Dominion: How the Christianity 
Revolution Remade the World.”  Holland is not a Christian. His subtitle clearly defines 
the point of his book.  

o It is a book about how the Judeo-Christian story completed re-shaped the 
Western culture that was built on Greek and Roman beliefs.   

 Hollands talks about how the Christian Church has often failed to follow 
its own beliefs – and spectacularly so!  But he goes on to show that the 
values and priorities we cherish in western society come from the 
Christian story and can only fit within the Christian story.   

 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 13) Holland is arguing the same thing as the famous atheist 
Frederick Nietzsche.  In the late 1800s Nietzsche saw the intellectuals of his day 
rejecting the Christian story saying they were free thinkers who lived without God. 

o But he pointed out that they still believed in things like human rights, in the 
dignity of each person, in the value of caring for the poor and the weak, and 
advocating for all people.  They still believed that love is the highest value and 
we should forgive people.  They still believed in absolute categories of good and 
evil – that some things are morally right and some things are morally wrong, and 
they really spoke out against anyone who oppressed the powerless. 

                                                      
2 Larry Hurtado, Destroyer of the Gods: Early Christian Distinctiveness in the Roman World, 183. 
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 Nietzsche argued, as Tom Holland does, that all of these ideas come from the Christian 
story.  They are not found in Eastern cultural stories.  The Greeks and the Romans did 
not believe them and found many of them ridiculous.    

o For instance, Holland shows how the old European cultures of the Anglo-Saxons, 
Franks, and Germans thought that caring for the poor and weak was an 
impossible way to build a society.  The idea of caring for the weak and poor came 
to us through the Christian story that says a personal God created people in his 
image and tells of how God himself in the person of his Son, Jesus, came to 
rescue us when we were weak.   

 Nietzsche said that if we are going to get rid of the Christian story and 
believe the story that there is no God, then we have no good reason to 
keep holding these values.  Why not?  Because if the true story of the 
universe is that we are here by chance and through the survival of the 
fittest, then there is no good reason why we should care for the weak 
and powerless.  There is no moral law from God that says you must not 
oppress others, so why shouldn’t we crush the weak in order to get 
ahead?   

 Here’s another example: we all believe that each of us has the right to our own body so 
that sex always must be consensual.  We fully agree with the #MeToo movement that 
condemns the actions of men who have sexually forced themselves on women.  We 
believe that, but we have to ask why we believe it. 

o Throughout the history of the world, most cultures did not believe it.  To the 
Romans a female slave was property and you can use your property however 
you want.  It was the Christian story that changed this idea because the Christian 
story says each person is made in God’s image and so each person must be 
treated with dignity.   

 Do you see what Holland and Nietzsche are getting at?  They are saying 
that we have largely rejected the Christian story, but we still want to hold 
on to many of the values that only work within the Christian story.  But 
these values don’t work within other stories. 

 So, we’re in a unique moment in history.  We’re not quite sure what story makes the 
best sense of the universe and our lives.   

o The Christian story has become so distorted that we need to re-present it just so 
people are clear on what it says.  My aim in this series is to just that – to 
represent the Christian story and to compare and contrast it with other stories 
we believe today. 

 
THE STORY THAT MAKES SENSE OF OUR STORIES 

 Now that we have said all that we’re ready for our final point and we’re ready to really 
hear Peter’s words.  In the final place, let’s talk about (SHOW SLIDE 14) The story that 
makes sense of our stories. 

o What does Peter say Christians should do when we live in a culture that finds the 
Christian story to be odd, wrong, and even dangerous so that it is opposed? 

 Well, Peter tells us what to do and how to do it. 
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 (SHOW SLIDE 15) What are we to do? Answer: tell a better story.   
o Look with me again at verse 15. (SHOW SLIDE 16) always being prepared to 

make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason for the hope that is in 
you.   

 Peter is saying that as culture becomes more antagonistic to the Christian 
story, the Christians will be tempted to just make it private.  But 
Christians are not to do that.  We are always to be ready to share what 
we believe on any day, at any time, and with any one. 

 The word “defense” means to reply to an accusation.  So, when someone 
accuses the Christian story of being oppressive or dangerous, we are to 
give a response to show that is not the case.   

 This series is my attempt to fulfill this call of Peter. 
o And what is that we are to talk about?  The hope that in us.  Within that word 

“hope” is the entire Christian story.  Hope assumes that something is wrong, that 
it can be fixed, and it will be fixed.  The Christian story offers hope like no other 
story.  It is the best story of all the stories, not just because it claims to be true 
but because it enables us to make sense of life, to get through life, and to bring 
us into a new world where we dwell with God, our Creator. 

 What I want to do in this series is to invite you to relook at the Christian 
story.  To lay all my cards on the table, I want to invite you try it on 
because I believe it is the story that makes the best sense of this gigantic 
story we find ourselves in.  I want to show you that not only is it true, but 
that it is good. 

 So Peter tells us what to do (tell a better story about hope) and he also tell us how we 
are to tell this story.  So, (SHOW SLIDE 17) How are we to do it? Answer: with 
gentleness and respect. 

o (SHOW SLIDE 18) always being prepared to make a defense to anyone who 
asks you for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and 
respect. 

 This present culture moment is so polarizing and aggressive.  To my 
Christian brothers and sisters, when we are attacked and our faith is 
ridiculed, we are not to respond in kind.  Far too many Christian social 
media posts are angry and combative.  We are to speak, but we are to do 
it with gentleness and respect.   

 So here is what I want to do in this series.  We are going to compare and contrast stories 
people believe in our culture today with the Christian story.  I make no apology for 
saying that I want to show you that the Christian story is true, that it is good, and that 
you should embrace it.   

o We will aim to do this with gentleness and respect.  We will never ridicule others 
beliefs.  We will represent them accurately and engage them with respect. 

 So how can we go about re-telling the Christian story? Well, there is no better way to do 
it than by going back to the beginning of the story.  It’s all there in the first three 
chapters of the Bible.  So, we are going to walk through Genesis 1-3 and pull out the big 
parts of the Christian story.  We’ll ask and answer questions like:  
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o Where did we come from?  Why are we here? Are we alone in the universe?   
o What does it mean to be human?   
o How do we decide what is right and what is wrong?   
o What’s wrong with the world?  Why is there evil and suffering?  
o Is there any hope that the world can be fixed?  Who will do the fixing?  And 

when will this happen? 
 (SHOW TITLE SLIDE 19) I hope to show you that this Christian story is the story that 

makes the best sense of all our stories. 
o The Christian story says that you don’t have to try and make up a story to make 

sense of the universe and your life.  God has written you into the greatest story 
ever told.  All other stories are just echoes of this great story.  When you watch a 
Marvel superhero movie and see good triumphing over evil, that is an echo of 
the Great Christian Story.  The Bible tells us of how and why the world evil and 
suffering entered the world.  At the centre of the story is the greatest Hero 
you’ve ever met.  God himself, in the person of His Son, Jesus, comes right down 
into our world to defeat our enemies and to rescue us.   

 I invite you to join us for the next few months as we walk through the 
beginning of this great story in Genesis 1-3. 

 This is the story that will help you make sense of the big questions 
of life.  This is the story that answers your deepest questions and 
longings.  This is the story that makes sense of all our stories.   

 
 
 
 


